The results of a high resolution microwave study of low-J rotational transitions of N-cyanomethanimine are reported. The 14N quadrupole coupling constants fitted to the observed hyper fine splittings are: xaa (imine) = 2.032(9) MHz, / fcfc(imine) = -4.586(7) MHz, and / aa(nitrile) = -3.254(8) MHz, / fcfc(nitrile) = 0.844(16) MHz. Knowledge of these constants together with the rotational constants and centrifugal distortion constants determined earlier provides the basis for accurate prediction of hitherto unmeasured rotational transitions for radioastronomy.
Introduction Experimental
Because of its astrophysical interest, the rotational spectrum of N-cyanomethanimine has been studied extensively by Bäk et al. at Copenhagen [1] [2] [3] and by Winnewisser et al. at Giessen [3, 4] . The latter group has also successfully resolved and analysed the 14N hyperfine structure in the millimeter wave spectrum. The hfs structure is a valuable tool for fingerprint line identification in radioastronomy. However two sets of quadrupole coupling constants were compatible with the observed mm wave spectra, and the authors based the choice of the correct set on the comparison with ab initio field gradients. Now, it turned out recently that present day ab initio methods may still have problems with the calculation of field gradients, especially at a sp2 hybridized 14N nucleus. We therefore initiated a complementary study of the 14N hyperfine patterns of low-J rotational transitions. These low-J hfs patterns differ sufficiently for the above two sets of coupling constants. Thus an unambiguous experimental deter mination of the quadrupole coupling constants and the reliable prediction of the hfs patterns also of hith erto unmeasured rotational transitions becomes pos sible.
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Since N-cyanomethanimine is highly unstable in the absorption cell (polymerisation), a flow system was set up. The sample was produced immediately before the front end of the cell by flash pyrolysis of trimethylenetetrazole [6] in a quartz tube.
Our quartz tube had an inner diameter of 1 cm. The length of the heated zone was 20 cm. In order to min imize wall collisions the pyrolysis products were fed into the cell coaxially.
Typical total pressures at the front end of the 1.8 m X-band absorption cell were around 10 mTorr and at the rear end around 1 to 3 mTorr. Aluminum wave guide cells proved to be superior to our standard brass waveguide cells. Preconditioning of the system with CF3COOC2H 5 (as used by Bak and Svanholt in their preparation of the molecule from dimethylcyanamide [2] ) improved the signal to noise ratio in the spectra at least by a factor of two.
To record the spectrum, a micro-computer con trolled cw-microwave spectrometer with 30 kHz Stark-effect modulation and with phase stabilized backward wave oscillators as radiation sources was 0932-0784 / 89 / 0300-305 S 01.30/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy.
used. The computer control system, which also pro vides averaging and data handling capabilities, is de scribed in detail in [7] , Typical experimental linewidths were around 150 kHz full width at half height. In Fig. 1 we present a recording of the 101 -<-000 rotational transition since this transition is of special interest for X-band radioastronomy.
Analysis of the 14N Hyperfine Patterns and Discussion N-cyanomethanimine has a large a-component of the electric dipole moment = 4.7 D) and a smaller ^-component = 1.5 D) [3] . Thus the a-type transi tion are typically one order of magnitude more intense than the b-type transitions. We have therefore selected the four lowest A J -+1 a-type transitions for our analysis of the 14N-quadrupole hyperfine patterns. Our experimental frequencies are given in Table 1 .
The analysis was carried out with our improved version of the computer program Q2SIM [4, 5] . In this program the effective Hamiltonian matrix is set up in the coupled basis | (JIX ) T, I2 FMf ) (see (2) and (3) of [4] ). J, /j, and I2 are the angular momentum quantum numbers of the asymmetric top, of the spin of the first (imine) nitrogen, and of the second (nitrile) nitrogen, respectively, i.e. the coupling scheme used is F ,= J + l 1 and F = F1+12. Matrix elements which are off-diagonal in J are neglected. The resulting matrix is diagonalized numerically to obtain the hyperfine energies. The relative intensities of the hfs-satellites are obtained from the corresponding transformation of the electric dipole matrix elements. The program was also extended to include the spin-rotation cou pling [8] of the two quadrupole nuclei.
From a least squares fit to the observed splittings, the quadrupole coupling constants presented in Table 2 are obtained. They agree within 40 kHz with solution 1 of [4] (compare too Figs. 2 and 3 ). Thus the choice by the authors, which had been based on a comparison with ab initio field gradients at the nitro gen nuclei is now also confirmed experimentally. In view of the problems which may arise in present day ab initio calculations especially of field gradients at a sp: -hybridized nitrogen nucleus ( [9] and H.-P. Huber, private comm.), we think that this experimental con firmation was of value. Furthermore, in radioastron omy, the higher accuracy of the coupling constants determined here allows an improved prediction of yet unmeasured quadruople hyperfine patterns. Fig. 1 . Recording of the 101 <-000 14N quadrupole hyper fine pattern of CH2NCN (upper trace) and the correspond ing pattern calculated from the quadrupole coupling con stants listed in the first column of Table 2 (lower trace). Lorentzian line shapes with 150 kHz full width at half height were used to calculate the line profile. For the assignment of the satellites see Table 1 . Note that the hypothetical center frequency of the multiplet (observed at 10458.898(4) MHz) was predicted at 10458.8982 MHz from the rotational con stants and centrifugal distortion constants determined in the mm wave work [4] . Fig. 2 . Recording of the 2 1 1 <-1 1 0 14N quadrupole hyper fine pattern of CH2NCN (upper trace) and hypothetical hyperfine pattern calculated from the second set of quadru pole coupling constants which would also be compatible with the mm wave hyperfine patterns observed in [4] , Due to the obvious discrepancies this set can now be discarded also from the experiment. Table 1 . Measured components of low-J rotational transitions of CH2NCN split by 14N quadrupole hyperfine interaction. Calculated frequencies result from the optimized coupling constants listed in Table 2 . They are calculated under neglect of spin-rotation coupling. For unresolved satellites the last column gives the intensity weighted averages of the calculated frequencies for better comparison with the observed splittings. 
